In the Summertime When the Weather Is Fine
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The production of specific IgE antibodies is a result of sensitization to a specific allergen, or allergens. Specific IgE measurement to Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus is a major diagnostic test for the detection of sensitization against D. pteronyssinus, but its role in predicting the clinical relevance of the allergen is unclear. In general, low IgE antibody levels indicate less probability of clinical disease, while high antibody titers show good correlation with clinical symptoms. The determination of circulating specific IgE antibodies provides a precise evaluation of sensitization to indoor and outdoor allergens.

The paper by Hervás et al. [1], published in a recent issue of International Archives of Allergy and Immunology, shows an interesting relationship between specific IgE levels to D. pteronyssinus and climate parameters. The study was conducted in Mallorca, Spain, from January 1, 2001, to December 31, 2010. The population studied consisted of 24,463 individuals, and 67.2% were positive to D. pteronyssinus. The results showed a marked seasonal pattern of specific IgE levels to D. pteronyssinus which could be significantly correlated with changes in relative humidity and solar radiation [1]. Peak levels occurred from mid-autumn to winter, decreasing to minimum levels in early summer. This correlated with the highest radiation index and the lowest ambient humidity. A previous study in France also addressed the same issue in a large number of patients, obtaining similar results [2]. Benitah et al. [2] analyzed 8,435 measurements spread over 4 years. Significant seasonal and monthly variations were seen every year, with a maximum level in autumn or the beginning of winter. The domestic relative humidity had a significant effect on the seasonal variation, with a mean shift of 2 months that could be explained by the length of the biological cycle of the mites.

The existence of a seasonal pattern for D. pteronyssinus-specific IgE is consistent with previous reports that show seasonal fluctuations in mite counts, or mite allergen concentrations. Mites are very sensitive to fluctuations in humidity and need more than 50% humidity for survival. In the case of Mallorca, the summers are dry and hot. However, in some areas of the world, mite counts increase in the more humid summer months and decrease when the heating season begins in the fall/winter [3]. In tropical regions, mite allergens do not exhibit strong seasonal fluctuations [4]. Therefore, in order to establish, or predict, a cause relationship between specific IgE levels and mite allergen exposure, seasonal patterns of mite allergens should be established.

An important question remains unanswered: how large should the reduction in mite allergen levels be to produce a significant decrease in specific IgE levels? Was this level of reduction achieved in this study? This question is difficult to answer based on the present data, since mite allergen levels were not evaluated, and seasonal patterns of mite allergen levels have not been published. Future prospective studies should address this issue.

Piacentini et al. [5] analyzed serum IgE and IgG4 in a group of asthmatic children, aged between 7 and 17 years admitted to a residential house located 1,756 m above sea level. This area is known for a very low exposure to mite allergens. All patients were skin prick test positive to at least two of the following allergens: D. pteronyssinus, D. farinae,
During the 180 days of hospitalization, serum-specific IgE were measured 6 times. A significant decrease in serum-specific IgE to house dust mite and pollen allergens was observed [5]. This observation is in agreement with a reduction in specific IgE levels due to a reduction in allergen exposure at home, along with a decrease in the time the children spend indoors due to better weather conditions outdoors, which in turn conditions mite allergen exposure. However, the study has some limitations such as its ecological nature, which precludes applying its results from a population level to an individual level, the absence of information on the patients’ clinical situation, or the ongoing therapy, and the lack of follow-up of individual patients. It is possible that some of the patients included were sensitized to mites, but mites were not the main cause of their allergic problem. Fewer mite-allergic patients may have consulted for allergies due to other allergens during the summer months. However, as stated in the paper, the large sample size and the quite local population exposed to very similar environmental factors, including climate, reduces biases derived from its design. Much clearer information could have been gathered if individual patients had been followed throughout the year on a monthly basis and dust samples had been collected and analyzed prospectively. However, these studies are very difficult to control and to perform.

Other factors which could have influenced the results are missing from the analysis. Adjuvants such as endotoxins or viral particles which could be present in the environment and induce an increase in specific IgE levels to mite allergens in mite-allergic individuals were not contemplated. Seasonal variation studies of endotoxin levels have shown a marked increase in endotoxin concentrations at the end of the summertime and a significant correlation with deterioration of symptoms in mite-allergic children [6]. Other factors influencing specific IgE levels include parasitic infestations. However, it is not likely that parasites may have played a role in the results obtained in this study, although this possibility could also have been explored by following specific IgE levels to Ascaris spp.

Another plausible explanation for the results is vitamin D levels [7]. Sunlight is responsible for the synthesis of vitamin D, and a growing number of reports have suggested that vitamin D plays an important role in regulation of the immune system and allergic diseases [8]. Vitamin D influences lymphocyte functions and modulates the humoral immune response including secretion of IgE [9]. Mast cells and eosinophils are further vitamin D targets and increased cutaneous vitamin D synthesis increases IL-10 production in mast cells, which leads to suppression of skin inflammation [10].

The results presented in this study are in agreement with other related findings, such as a reduction in the number of visits to the emergency rooms for asthma [11] and in the number the viral infections during the summer time [12]. Although no data is available about the clinical status of the subjects enrolled into the study, the summertime seems to be the best time of the year for asthma sufferers, especially if they are mite allergic and live in Mallorca.
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